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QCAGUI-package Qualitative Comparative Analysis GUI

Description
Starting with version 2.5, the package QCAGUI was merged back in the main package QCA. The entire namespace and code from QCAGUI has been moved to package QCA.
For details, see:
?QCA

Details
dummyFunction
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dummyFunction Dummy function to pass the CRAN checks

dummyFunction(x)

Arguments

x Any type of input.

Details

As the package QCAGUI will be archived, after being merged back to the main package QCA, this is a temporary function to pass the CRAN checks. This was important because many of the functions from the previous version are now in the new version 2.5 of the package QCA, and possible namespace collisions could have happened.

Value

Same object x.

Author(s)

Adrian Dusa
Examples

dummyFunction(1)
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